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A B S T R A C T

The paper presents numerical investigations of square jets in a wide range of Reynolds numbers with varying
inlet turbulence characteristics. The research focuses on flow characteristics depending on inflow turbulent
length/time scales and excitation frequencies in case of excited jets. It is found that the parameters of inlet
turbulence affect the solutions qualitatively when the Reynolds number is sufficiently low. In these cases the
impact of varying the turbulent time scale is considerably larger than changing the turbulent length scale. It was
also observed that at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers the jets become quite independent of the inlet tur-
bulence characteristics. This confirms findings of Xu et al. (Phys. Fluids, 2013) concerning weak/strong depen-
dence of the jet evolution on inflow conditions. In case of excited jets the excitation frequencies play an im-
portant role and influence the jet behaviour most strongly at lower values of the Reynolds number. For some
forcing frequencies a bifurcation occurs at sufficiently large forcing amplitudes. This phenomenon turned out to
be independent of the assumed length and time scales of the turbulent fluctuations, both in terms of robustness
as well as amplitude.

1. Introduction

Control of mixing processes in turbulent flows may lead to sig-
nificant improvement of efficiency, safety and performance of techno-
logical fluid-handling devices over a wide range of flow regimes
(Geurts, 2001). It can be achieved through manipulation of both small
and large flow scales. The former are usually altered using different
shapes of the flow domain and the application of honeycombs and grids
with various spacings, while the latter are altered by the application of
active and/or passive flow control approaches. Compared to passive
control methods, e.g., derived from fractal geometries as reported in
van Melick and Geurts (2013), active methods require input of energy.
Its level may be constant or time-varying in response to the in-
stantaneous flow behaviour. A prominent example of successful quali-
tative alteration of flow dynamics by flow control is found in non-
symmetric jets formed by triangular, elliptical or square nozzles. In this
paper we extend work on square nozzles. Compared to classical circular
jets it turns out that jets emanating from such nozzles naturally enhance
mixing, particularly, large-scale mixing phenomena were found sub-
stantially intensified. This aspect is important in many applications,
e.g., in combustion processes, where proper mixing between a fuel and

oxidizer plays a key role. Non-symmetric jets have been extensively
studied for many years, both experimentally (Quinn and Militzer, 1988;
Quinn, 1992; Xu et al., 2013; 2015) and numerically using LES (Large
Eddy Simulation) (Grinstein and DeVore, 1996; Yu and Girimaji, 2005;
Yu et al., 2006; Tyliszczak and Geurts, 2015; de Souza et al., 2014) and
DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) (Rembold et al., 2002; Gohil et al.,
2010). A comprehensive discussion on theoretical issues of non-sym-
metric jets, particularly rectangular ones, along with a description of
their applications can be found in Gutmark and Grinstein (1999),
Grinstein (2001).

In the present paper we apply LES and investigate the dynamics of
square jets at various inlet regimes. We consider classical non-excited
square jets as well as excited ones, which are actively controlled by
imposing at the jet inlet an excitation with a specific amplitude and
frequency content (Kuczaj and Geurts, 2006). The non-excited jets are
analysed from the point of view of their dependence on inlet turbulent
length and time scales and Reynolds number ( = U DRe / ,j where Uj, D,
and ν are the jet-exit mean velocity, nozzle diameter, and kinematic
viscosity). Regarding jet flow dependence on the Reynolds number, si-
milar studies for circular jets were conducted by Fellouah et al. (2009),
Fellouah and Pollard (2009), Sadeghi et al. (2014) and Mi et al. (2013),
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as well as, by Xu et al. (2013, 2015) and Ghasemi et al. (2015) for square
jets. These studies showed a close coupling between the mean velocity
distribution and turbulence intensities. The effect of the Reynolds
number was found most important in shear layers and less prominent
along the jet axis. Results revealed that the mean velocity decay with
downstream distance and the spread of the jet varied with Reynolds
number for Re<104 and tended to become Reynolds-number in-
dependent for Re≥104. In addition, velocity-spectra turned out to be
quite Reynolds-independent for Re≥2×104. In Sadeghi et al. (2014) it
was found that an inertial range along the jet axis is unlikely to be es-
tablished unless the Reynolds number based on the Taylor length scale is
larger than 104. Concerning high-speed subsonic jets (Mach number

=Ma 0.9) Bogey et al. (2012) observed that at higher Reynolds numbers
the potential core lengthens slightly and the mixing layers develop

slower with lower turbulence intensities.
In case of square jets Xu et al. (2013, 2015) found two distinct re-

gimes characterised by strong/weak dependence on the Reynolds
number and Taylor length scale. Similarly to circular jets, mean
quantities were found quite independent of the Reynolds number albeit
at slightly higher values, i.e., Re≥ 3×104 in Xu et al. (2013, 2015)
and at Re≥ 1.7× 104 in Ghasemi et al. (2015). The observed differ-
ences in the ‘asymptotic’ Reynolds number behaviour for square jets
were caused by details of the nozzle shapes. In Xu et al. (2013, 2015)
the nozzle was formed by a long straight pipe, whereas in
Ghasemi et al. (2015) the nozzle was finished by a smooth contraction.
In the former case the shear-layer was found to be thicker, and ad-
ditionally, secondary flow effectively destroyed the potential core
leading to smoother flow evolution and later transition. Results ob-
tained by Tyliszczak and Geurts (2015) for square and rectangular jets,
pointed out that almost equally important as the Reynolds number are
characteristics of spatio-temporal scales at the nozzle exit. It was shown
that the inlet time and length scales can have quite significant impact
on the turbulent jet evolution downstream, particularly in the near-field
region. In the present work we quantify the influence of inlet turbulent
scales on the jets at a wide range of varying Reynolds number regimes.
It is found that the turbulent inlet time-scale is much more important
compared to the imposed length-scale, in terms of the qualitative
changes induced in the jet’s dynamics. Alteration of the Reynolds
number has strong impact on results only when the imposed time-scale
is large compared to the time-scales of naturally developed phenomena
and seems to be insignificant for very quickly varying fluctuations, i.e.,
for short time-scales, especially at Re≥5×103.

It is well known that circular jets can be easily transformed into

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the computational domain.

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the nozzle geometry.

Fig. 3. Axial (a) and flapping (b) excitation mode.

Fig. 4. Iso-surfaces of the axial velocity fluctuations
( =u U/ 0.02 (blue), 0.0 (green), 0.02 (orange)j ) imposed at the inlet to the
computational domain for the cases with = W U2.0 / j and = W W0.1 , 0.2 . (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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bifurcating and multi-armed jets (Reynolds et al., 2003; Silva and
Métais, 2002; Tyliszczak, 2015b; Gohil et al., 2015; Tyliszczak, 2018)
and their spreading rate can be significantly changed (Tyliszczak and
Geurts, 2014). Increased spreading rate or even splitting of the jet into
two separate branches (bifurcation phenomenon) was also reported in
Tyliszczak and Geurts (2015) for square jets. This research proved that
by using a properly designed excitation at the jet inlet the shape of jets
can be quantitatively altered. In this paper we extend (Tyliszczak and

Geurts, 2015) and show how the excitation influences the jet dynamics
at different Reynolds numbers. In particular, we show that the impact of
inlet flow perturbations decreases with increasing Reynolds number.
The striking bifurcation phenomenon, though weaker, exists up to

= ×Re 5 104. The goals of the present paper are twofolds: (i) in the first
part we analyse unexcited jets assessing the dependence of the jet
evolution on the Reynolds number and turbulent time and length scales
introduced at the jet inflow; (ii) in the second part we will add specific

Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of the axial velocity fluctuation in selected x z locations ( = W U2.0 / ,j = W0.1 ).

Fig. 6. Profiles of the time-averaged axial velocity along the lateral direction for the jet at = ×Re 1.84 105.

Fig. 7. Profiles of the fluctuating component of the axial velocity along the lateral direction for the jet with = ×Re 1.84 105.
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excitation and analyse how this affects the jet behaviour for different
Reynolds numbers.

The organization of this paper is the following. In Section 2 we
discuss the method of modeling of the flow applied in this paper and
describe the employed numerical code. Section 3 is devoted to detailed
specification of the computational geometry and the boundary condi-
tions. Results of simulations are discussed in Section 4, which first
shows a verification of the applied modeling approach and then pre-
sents the solutions obtained for natural and excited jets. Finally, sum-
marizing conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Formulation of the computational model

We consider incompressible flow and simulate its dynamics with the
help of LES (Geurts, 2004) with the eddy-viscosity sub-filter model
proposed by Vreman (2004). We employ a high-order compact differ-
encing numerical code (SAILOR) based on a projection method for the
pressure-velocity coupling. Time integration is performed with a pre-
dictor-corrector method. The spatial discretisation is formulated on
half-staggered meshes (Tyliszczak, 2014; 2016), where all three velo-
city components are stored in the same computational nodes, and the
pressure nodes are shifted half a grid size in each coordinate direction.

This approach facilitates the implementation of the solution algorithm,
particularly concerning the boundary conditions. Compared to ap-
proaches based on fully staggered grids the present half-staggered
method is computationally efficient as the interpolation between the
nodes is much reduced. The staggering of the pressure nodes alone is
found sufficient to ensure a strong enough pressure-velocity coupling,
which eliminates the well known pressure oscillations occurring on
entirely collocated meshes (Tyliszczak, 2014). Details of the derivative
approximation and issues related to the interpolation between the ve-
locity and pressure nodes are given in Tyliszczak (2014, 2016) and will
not be repeated here. The applied interpolation has a smoothing effect,
which stabilises the solution (Tyliszczak, 2014). Formally, it can be
proved that the side effects of this interpolation are similar to per-
forming a spatial filtering (Geurts and van der Bos, 2005), which in-
troduces some associated numerical dissipation that can be controlled
by selecting a sufficiently fine spatial resolution.

The SAILOR code has been previously verified and validated for
wall bounded and free flows, including classical (Boguslawski et al.,
2013; Wawrzak et al., 2015; Boguslawski et al., 2016) and excited jets
and flames (Tyliszczak and Geurts, 2014; 2015; Tyliszczak, 2015a;
2015b). In all cases analyzed so far, the SAILOR code turned out to be
computationally very efficient and highly accurate, up to 4th order for

Fig. 8. Contours of instantaneous and time-averaged axial velocity for = W0.1 and = W U10.0 / j ( =St 0.1) at = ×Re 1 10 ,3 3×103, 5×103 and 5× 104.
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wall bounded flows and 10th order for periodic domains
(Tyliszczak, 2014). This is expected to carry over to the simulations
reported in this paper as the complexity of the cases analyzed here is
similar to the complexity of the problems studied previously.

3. Excitation method and flow regimes

In this section we first specify the inlet boundary treatment
(Section 3.1) and subsequently discuss the characteristics of the
adopted inflow conditions for natural jets with different spatiotemporal
turbulent scales (Section 3.2).

Fig. 9. Contours of instantaneous and time-averaged axial velocity for = W0.1 and = W U0.5 / j ( =St 2.0) at = ×Re 1 10 ,3 3×103, 5× 103 and 5× 104.

Fig. 10. Time-averaged axial velocity profiles (mean, fluctuation) along the centerline axis for = W0.1 and = W U10.0 / j ( =St 0.1). Results obtained for
104<Re<5×104 are shown dash-dotted - a striking Re-independence is observed for Re> 104 for ⟨u⟩/Uj, while fluctuations for higher Re all lie in a narrow band.
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3.1. Inlet conditions

The computational domain adopted in this paper is a rectangular
box shown in Fig. 1. Its dimensions are 12W×16W×12W, whereW is
the width of the smoothly finished (rounded) virtual nozzle presented
in Fig. 2. The effect of the excitation is introduced through the inlet
boundary condition defined in terms of a mean velocity profile with
fluctuating and turbulent components superimposed as:

= + +u t u u t u tx x x x( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )excit turb (1)

where the mean velocity is a hyperbolic-tangent profile:

= +

×
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in which Uj denotes the inlet velocity at the jet axis and =U U0.05c j is
the velocity of a co-flow introduced to mimic an inflow entrainment
observed when a jet issues from a nozzle into an open domain
(Silva and Métais, 2002). The symbols x, z in (2) denote the in-plane co-
ordinates and =R W /2 is the nozzle half width. The parameter δθ is the
momentum thickness of the inflow shear layer, which following
Tyliszczak and Geurts (2015) is taken to be = R0.05 . In the corners
the velocity profile is rounded and this is reflected by the nozzle shape
in Fig. 1.

The turbulent fluctuations uturb(x, t) are extracted from a digital
filtering method proposed by Klein et al. (2003). We compare results of
such digital filters with various spatial and temporal turbulent scales,
i.e., = W W0.1 , 0.2 and = W U0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 10.0, 20.0 / j. The Strouhal
number corresponding to the τ can be defined as = W USt / j

1 and
hence it equals to =St 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05. In the cases considered in
this paper the inlet turbulence intensity is at the level of =u U/ 0.01turb j .

The role of the deterministic excitation term uexcit(x, t) in (1) is to
represent the external forcing applied in physical experiments, usually
produced by a membrane (loudspeaker) located upstream of the nozzle,

by plasma actuators, or by a mechanical forcing obtained by properly
designed flap actuators placed at the nozzle lip (Parekh et al., 1988;
Suzuki and Kasagi, 2004; Sadeghi and Pollard, 2012). This contribution
is deterministic and is added to the streamwise velocity. It is the su-
perposition of an axial and a flapping excitation mode shown schema-
tically in Fig. 3 and is defined as:

= +u t A t
U

W
A t

U
W

x
W

x( , ) sin 2
St

sin 2
St

sinexcit a
a j

f
f j

(3)

where Aa and Af are the amplitudes of particular excitation terms. The
applied excitation locally alters the magnitude of the inlet velocity
leaving the direction of the flow unchanged. The Strouhal numbers of
the excitations are defined as = f W USt /a a j and = f W USt /f f j where fa, ff
are the frequencies of the axial and flapping modes. In the simulations
we consider cases when both excitations are active simultaneously.
Their parameters are the following: = =A A U U0.1 , 0.2 ,a f j j

=St 0.1 0.9a and =St St /2,f a where the latter factor 1/2 that leads to
the bifurcation phenomenon is motivated by earlier studies
(Reynolds et al., 2003). In case of the non-circular jets the Reynolds
number is usually defined as = U DRe / ,j e where De is the so-called
equivalent diameter, which in case of square jets equals to

=D W2 /e . The parametric studies reported in this paper
are carried out for the following Reynolds numbers:

= × × × × × × ×
× ×

Re 0.5 10 , 1 10 , 3 10 , 5 10 , 1 10 , 1.2 10 , 2 10 , 3
10 and 5 10

3 3 3 3 4 4 4

4 4

.

Additional simulations at a higher = ×Re 1.84 105 corresponding to
experimental conditions adopted by Quinn and Militzer (1988) are
performed to validate the computational settings and assess the accu-
racy of the obtained solutions.

3.2. Characteristics of the inlet conditions

The method of imposing the boundary conditions proposed by
Klein et al. (2003), enables the generation of the inlet velocity field with
an assumed turbulence intensity and desired length and time scales. It is
based on a digital filtering method, which modifies a 3D random field

Fig. 11. As in Fig. 10 but for = W0.1 and = W U0.5 / j ( =St 2.0).

Fig. 12. As in Fig. 10 but for = W0.2 and = W U0.5 / j ( =St 2.0).
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with uniform distribution such that the prescribed characteristic scales
are enforced. The digital filtering yields a 3D generated field, which is
used as part of the input signal. One of the direction of this 3D corre-
lated random field is treated as the time axis from which data for the
inlet condition are extracted in the course of a simulation. Details of this
algorithm can be found in Klein et al. (2003). Here, as an example we
compare two input signals corresponding to the time scale = W U2.0 / j
and length scales equal to = W W0.1 , 0.2 . Note, that the time scale

= W U2.0 / j corresponds to the Strouhal number =St 0.5, which is
close to the preferred mode frequency both in rectangular (Hertzberg
and Ho, 1995; Inoue et al., 2008) and circular (Ho and Huerre, 1984;
Sadeghi and Pollard, 2012) jets. Fig. 4 shows the iso-surfaces of the
axial velocity fluctuations computed for these conditions. Clearly, the
results obtained for = W0.1 are characterised by smaller spatial
scales, as one could expect. The x z cross-sections of these signals are

subsequently imposed at the inlet to the computational domain. They
play the role of the term uturb(x, t) in (1) and are regarded as planar
snapshots of instantaneous velocity fluctuations. As the numerical time-
step applied in the simulations can be different than the temporal dis-
tance between subsequent snapshots the second order interpolation is
applied to the provided input data. The fact that the input signals are
temporally and spatially correlated is confirmed in Fig. 5 showing the
time evolution of the axial velocity in a few selected points of the x z
plane, taken along a straight line. First, it can be seen that the signals
along the time axis are evolving smoothly, i.e., they are correlated in
time with the specified time scale. Second, one can observe that the
signals in the points located far from each other appear independent,
whereas those located close to each other, e.g., =x z( , ) (0.0, 0.0) and

=x z( , ) ( 0.05, 0.05), are similar that means that they are correlated
in space.

Fig. 13. Axial velocity spectra and for = W0.1 and = W U10.0 / j ( =St 0.1) for various Reynolds numbers.
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4. Velocity fields and spectra

In this section we first present a verification of the numerical results
based on experimental data obtained for = ×Re 1.84 105. In
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we concentrate on the impact of ℓ, τ and the
Reynolds number on instantaneous results, time-averaged velocity
profiles and velocity spectra. The excited jets and the impact of ex-
citation frequency and the Reynolds number on their dynamics is dis-
cussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.1. Simulations compared to experiment at = ×Re 1.84 105

In order to assess the accuracy of the simulations, we compare
findings from LES with experimental data reported in Quinn and
Militzer (1988). Two computational meshes are used in the simulations.
The basic one, which is also used for all the other cases, contains

Fig. 14. Axial velocity spectra for = W0.1 and = W U0.5 / j ( =St 2.0) for various Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 15. Dependence of Stp on Re and τ→Stτ.
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192×256×192 nodes. A refined mesh with 320×384×320 nodes
is used to assess the level of dependence of the results on the mesh
density. Figs. 6 and 7 show the profiles of the time-averaged axial ve-
locity and its fluctuation along the lateral direction at axial locations

=y D/ 0.28, 7.088,e which correspond to = =y W y W/ 0.316, / 8.00. We
adopt = ×Re 1.84 105 to comply with the experiment and set = W0.2
and = W U2.0 / j ( =St 0.5) based on earlier simulations reported in
Tyliszczak and Geurts (2015). These parameter values are in a close
agreement with inlet data characteristics usually observed experimen-
tally, e.g., in Mi et al. (2013), which motivates the use of these values
also for the comparison with data from Quinn and Militzer (1988). The
velocities are normalised by the centerline velocity Ucl and the half-
velocity width xh, computed at the respective y/W locations. The ex-
perimental data of Quinn and Militzer (1988) characterise behaviour
typical for jets issuing from sharp-edged slots or from short converging

nozzles, i.e., the mean axial velocity at the shear layer is slightly higher
than the centreline value. Such overshoots at the nozzle edge are not
modelled in the inlet conditions in the present simulations and there-
fore in the region adjacent to the inflow plane some discrepancies are
observed. Indeed, concerning the mean velocity profiles at =y W/ 0.316
small differences between the experimental and numerical results are
readily apparent. However, further downstream at =y W/ 8.00 the nu-
merical results match the experimental data accurately, with very small
grid dependence, comparing the coarse and dense mesh results. The
present results are also in very good agreement with the exponential
profile =U U x x/ exp( 0.693( / ) )cl h

1.82 proposed by Becker et al. (1963).
Concerning the velocity fluctuations, the locations of their maximum
values are captured correctly. Hence, the agreement with experimental
data gives confidence in the use of the coarse mesh for the rest of the
simulations.

4.2. Impact of the ℓ, τ and the Reynolds number on instantaneous and time-
averaged velocities

Figs. 8 and 9 show the contours of instantaneous and time-averaged
values of the axial velocity in the cross-section plane at =z 0 for

= =W W U0.1 , 10.0 / j and = =W W U0.1 , 0.5 / j at = ×Re 1 10 ,3

3×103, 5× 103 and 5×104. It can be seen that increasing the Rey-
nolds number shortens the length of the potential core and induces
smaller flow scales, as one could expect. These effects are more pro-
nounced at lower Stτ, as can be seen comparing Figs. 8 and 9. When the
turbulent time scale is decreased to = W U0.5 / j ( =St 2.0) the impact
of the Reynolds number is the strongest between = ×Re 1 103 and

= ×Re 3 10 ,3 whereas for higher Re values the solutions are very si-
milar. Most likely this is because the small scales induced by the dis-
turbance with shorter time scale are similar to those produced naturally
in flows with larger Reynolds numbers. Hence, based on the presented
results and also on the solutions obtained for the remaining τ values we
can conclude that the alteration of the Reynolds number has clear in-
fluence on the results only when the disturbance time scale is large.
This is also confirmed in Figs. 10–11 showing profiles of the mean and
fluctuating components of the axial velocity along the axis. Variations
with Re become less and less pronounced in case when the Strouhal
number is increased. This is particularly true for the mean velocity
profiles for which the collapse of simulation results at high Re is almost
complete. Fluctuating flow quantities show slightly more variation with
Re, although also here an increase in the Strouhal number yields re-
duced sensitivity to Re. Our findings are consistent with

Fig. 16. Iso-surfaces of Q-parameter =Q U W( 2.0( / ) )j
2 and contours of in-

stantaneous axial velocity for = ×Re 1 103 with the excitation frequency
=St 0.5a .

Fig. 17. As in Fig. 16 but at = ×Re 3 103.

Fig. 18. As in Fig. 16 but at = ×Re 5 104.
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Ghasemi et al. (2015) who observed independence of the mean velo-
cities starting at = ×Re 1.7 104.

Concerning the importance of the length scale ℓ we found that
doubling its value does not bring any particular changes in the results.
Fig. 12 shows results for = =W W U0.2 , 0.5 / ,j which compared to the
solutions presented in Fig. 11 at half the value for ℓ look very similar.
Such an independence of the solutions on ℓ was found also at other τ
values studied. Hence, in the following subsections we will focus on the
cases with = W0.1 .

4.3. Impact of the ℓ, τ and the Reynolds number on velocity spectra

Figs. 13–14 show the spectra of the axial velocity component cal-
culated from time signals recorded on the jet axis at distances

=y D/ 1.0, 3.0e and 5.0 ( =y W/ 1.128, 3.385 and 5.64) from the inlet.
The results are presented for the cases with = W0.1 and = W U10.0 / ,j

= W U0.5 / j for four Reynolds numbers. As can be seen, the spectra do

not show a well defined distinct peak, which could univocally corre-
spond to a preferred frequency. Instead, for = W U10.0 / j a broadband
region of increased fluctuations at 0.45–0.6 is observed. This band of
increased fluctuation levels appears at a distance =y W/ 3.385 and for
higher Reynolds numbers almost vanishes at =y W/ 5.64. The situation
for = W U0.5 / j is similar, however, in this case the spectra for lower
Reynolds numbers display more features and the maxima of the fluc-
tuations are located around 0.35–0.55. The fact that subharmonic fre-
quencies are not seen in the spectra means that vortical structures de-
veloped in the shear-layer through a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability do
not pair. In fact, as could be seen in Figs. 8 and 9 in a region y/
W≈3.0–6.0 the vortical structures break-up and the flow becomes
turbulent, with a broad band of dynamic features active simulta-
neously.

For further analysis a center of the broadband region of increased
fluctuations observed in the velocity spectra at the distances close to the
inlet will be regarded as the preferred frequency denoted as Stp. Its

Fig. 19. Iso-surface of Q-parameter =Q U W( 2.0( / ) )j
2 and contours of the time-averaged axial velocity at different excitation Strouhal numbers and two Reynolds

number values.
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dependence on Re and τ is shown in Fig. 15, where it can be seen that
the inlet time scale (or Stτ) affects Stp mainly for Re< 2×104. In this
range Stp varies between 0.35–0.62, which agree well with experi-
mental data of Hertzberg and Ho (1995) and Inoue et al. (2008). For
Re≥ 2×104 the values of Stp are nearly constant for a given τ - this
behaviour is stronger with increased turbulent Strouhal numbers. Such
a variability of Stp at lower Re values and its saturation at higher
Reynolds numbers is typical for circular jets as noticed by
Kibens (1981) and Ho and Huerre (1984) already in 1980s. It was ob-
served that for larger Reynolds numbers the preferred frequency did not
change and was equal to Stp≈0.45. In the present cases the values of
Stp stabilise around ≈ 0.62, which is in good agreement with =St 0.6p
reported in Inoue et al. (2008) for =Re 104. For shorter inlet time scales
(→ larger Stτ) the values of Stp are smaller.

4.4. Impact of the excitation frequency and the Reynolds number on
instantaneous and time-averaged results

Excited jets are studies at quite large amplitude of excitation
( =A U0.1 j or =A U0.2 j) compared to the turbulence intensity
( =u U0.01turb j) and in this case the impact of ℓ and τ on the flow is
marginal. With a large forcing amplitude the spatio-temporal jet evo-
lution is mostly affected by the excitation frequency and the Reynolds
number. In the following the presentation is limited to the cases with

=A U0.2 j for which the obtained results differ from the solutions for
=A U0.1 j only quantitatively. Figs. 16–18 show the iso-surfaces of the

Q-parameter and contours of the instantaneous axial velocity in two
cross-section planes (y x and y z) for the cases at = ×Re 1 10 ,3

= ×Re 3 103 and = ×Re 5 104 with excitation at =St 0.5a . The Q-
parameter is defined as =Q S S( )ij ij ij ij

1
2 where Sij and Ωij are

symmetrical and anti-symmetrical parts of the velocity gradient tensor.
Near the nozzle vortical structures result from the excitation and the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. The first striking difference between the
particular cases is the structure of small scale vortices. As one could
expect with increasing Reynolds number their sizes decrease and their
number increases. Close to the inlet a square shaped vortical structure
develops and slightly deforms, as the corner points move faster down-
stream than the straight segments formed along the nozzle edges. It can
be seen that the acceleration of the flow in the corners is caused by
elongated braid vortices, which originate in these points and connect to
the preceding vortex. Due to the interaction between the vortices the
large structure breaks up and smaller vortices develop. For = ×Re 1 103

this is only partially true as the small structures are quickly damped by
the strong viscous fluxes. Regarding the shapes of the jets it is readily
seen that their sizes in the x-direction, i.e., in the direction of the
flapping forcing are larger than in the z-direction. The flapping ex-
citation causes the jets to bifurcate and the strength of this phenom-
enon, measured as a bifurcation angle in Tyliszczak and Geurts (2014),
decreases with increasing Reynolds number. In this view the situation
in the z-direction appears significantly different and spreading rates are
virtually equal to zero in this direction for all analysed Reynolds
numbers. The widths of the jets are the same as at the inlet plane and do
not change downstream, which results in a suppressed mixing along the
z-direction compared to the x-direction.

Fig. 19 shows the iso-surfaces of the Q-parameter and contours of
the time-averaged axial velocity for the cases with excitation at

=St 0.1 0.7a at = ×Re 3 103 (subfigures denoted as L)) and
= ×Re 5 104 (subfigures denoted as R)). The shapes and sizes of the

vortices appearing close to the inlet are quite independent of the ex-
citation frequency, although an increase in Sta shortens the distance

Fig. 20. Profiles of the mean and fluctuating component of the axial velocity along the axis at = ×Re 1 103 (a) and = ×Re 3 103 (b) for various excitation fre-
quencies.
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between the vortices. For the cases with Sta>0.3 the jets bifurcate for
both Reynolds numbers. The main difference between the solutions
obtained for =St 0.3a and Sta≥0.5 is the increasing bifurcation angle
with growing Sta. The impact of the Reynolds number in the studied
range is rather small, i.e., the solutions for a given Sta look very much
the same. Only for the smallest forcing frequency ( =St 0.1a ) variation
of the Reynolds number visibly alters the solutions. In this case the jets
do not bifurcate. However, compared to the unexcited case their sizes
change significantly, particularly for low Reynolds numbers.

Figs. 20 and 21 show the profiles of the mean axial velocity and its
fluctuation along the jet axis for various forcing frequencies and four
Reynolds numbers. It can be seen that the excitation shortens or totally
destroys the potential core of the jet. Compared to the unexcited cases
the mean velocity changes much closer to the inlet plane. In this region,
for =St 0.5a and =St 0.7a its profiles have a wavy character with
maximum values locally slightly exceeding the inlet velocity. Further
downstream the mean velocity for =St 0.5a and =St 0.7a drops to lower
levels than for =St 0.1a and =St 0.3a . Also the fluctuation profiles for

=St 0.5a and =St 0.7a look significantly different from those obtained
for the lower Sta values. Noticing that for =St 0.3, 0.5, 0.7a the jets are
qualitatively similar, as they all bifurcate (Cf. Fig. 19), the evident
differences in the evolution of fluctuations along the axis are striking.
One may observe that for all Reynolds numbers the fluctuations for the
cases with =St 0.5a and =St 0.7a linearly drop to a very low level just
behind the inlet (e.g., =uu U/ 0.02j

1/2 at =y W/ 0.8) beyond which
there is a linear increase reaching values comparable with the level of
the amplitude of the excitation. Conversly, the fluctuations for the cases
with =St 0.1a and =St 0.3a increase from the inflow of the computa-
tional domain and reach maximum values significantly larger than the
inlet excitation amplitude. For instance, for the cases with = ×Re 1 104

and = ×Re 5 104 at =St 0.3a the maximum of the fluctuations is

located at y/W≈4.5 and is approximately two times larger than the
inlet perturbation level. The maxima are largest at =St 0.3,a because
this frequency is close to the subharmonic of the fundamental frequency
corresponding to the broadband peak occurring in the velocity spectra
of non-excited jets, see Fig. 13. The axial forcing term in (3) at =St 0.3a
alternately accelerates/decelerates every second vortical structure that
would be naturally generated at the nozzle. The process of deceleration
is weaker since the excitation acting on the inlet plane has only limited
impact on the vortices that quickly flow downstream. Hence, the de-
celerated vortices are less affected by the excitation than those, which
are amplified. In effect the turbulence intensity increases compared to
the unexcited jets.

The cases at =St 0.5, 0.7a show interesting dynamics interacting
with the frequencies close to the centre of the above mentioned
broadband region. In these cases the vortical structures induced by the
excitation appear more often, and are hence separated by a shorter
distance, as can be seen in the subfigures presented in Fig. 19 showing
enlarged views of the inlet section. The fact that the excitation fre-
quency is comparable to or larger than the frequency of naturally shed
vortices causes all of them to experience a force, which accelerates and
then decelerates their movement. Unlike for a lower excitation fre-
quency in the present situation the vortices have no time to escape from
the inlet, which means that deceleration of the vortices is almost as
strong as their acceleration. Simplifying, one may presume that the
forces that accelerate and decelerate vortices counteract and almost
cancel, which manifests by lower level of the fluctuation intensities.

Fig. 22 shows the profiles of the fluctuating component of the axial
velocity along the x-direction at distances =y W/ 1 and =y W/ 11 from
the inlet for the cases with = ×Re 3 103 and 5×104. Close to the inlet
the maxima of the fluctuations are located in shear-layers formed be-
tween the jets and the co-flow. These maxima are qualitatively

Fig. 21. Profiles of the mean and fluctuating component of the axial velocity along the axis at = ×Re 1 104 (a) and = ×Re 5 104 (b) for various excitation fre-
quencies.
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dependent on the excitation frequency and are large compared to the
non-excited jet. This is caused by the flapping excitation, which acts
mainly on the shear-layer, see the second term in (3). It can have a
practical meaning, for instance, in combustion devices where a fuel
injected from a nozzle should quickly mix with an oxidiser.

Further from the inlet, i.e., at =y W/ 11 the impact of the excitation
frequency decreases and substantial differences occur only between the
profiles for non-excited and excited jets. For the latter the fluctuations
are nearly constant along a large part of the x-axis. Moreover, for
Sta≥0.3 the fluctuations are almost at the same level of 10% of Uj.
Taking into account the previous observations it means that by chan-
ging the forcing frequency one can significantly affect the jets in the
near field region while keeping their similar structure far downstream.

4.5. Impact of the excitation frequency on velocity spectra

In this subsection, we analyse in spectral space the impact of the
excitation frequency on the solutions. As could be seen in the previous
subsections the influence of the Reynolds number on the excited jets is
rather small and only quantitative. Hence, in this section we analyse the
results only for =Re 10 ,4 which is representative also for the other cases
studied. Fig. 23 shows the axial velocity spectra for =St 0.1 0.7a at
three distances from the inlet, i.e., at = =y D y W/ 1.0 ( / 1.12),e where
the velocity fluctuations for =St 0.5a and =St 0.7a are small (see
Figs. 20 and 21), and at = =y D y W/ 3.0 ( / 3.38),e which corresponds to
location near the maximum values in the fluctuation profiles, and in
their vicinities at = =y D y W/ 5.0 ( / 5.64)e . The presented spectra are
qualitatively the same, and unlike the fluctuations profiles, they are
only weakly dependent on Sta. It can be seen that in all cases the
dominant peaks are related to the forcing frequencies. The subharmonic
frequencies visible for Sta≥0.3 are connected to the flapping excita-
tion terms at =St St /2f a . The peaks corresponding to the kth harmonic
frequency, at = + kSt St St ,k a a are the result of interactions between

fundamental vortices. As could be seen in Fig. 19 such interactions take
place through the braid vortices that connect large structures and
stretch them. High frequency peaks appearing at a distance

= =y D y W/ 3.0 ( / 3.38)e correspond to highly energetic small scale
structures being also the results of the interactions between larger
scales. It could be seen in Figs. 20 and 21 that around

= =y D y W/ 3.0 ( / 3.38)e the mean velocity drops down and the fluc-
tuation profiles display complex wavy behaviour. The high frequency
peaks disappear downstream and at = =y D y W/ 5.0 ( / 5.64)e the spectra
are typical for developed turbulent flows. For Re≥104 their analysis in
terms of energy reveals the occurrence of both an inertial k 5/3 range
and the dissipative k 7 range.

5. Conclusions

The paper presented the numerical analysis of the impact of inlet
conditions on the spatio-temporal evolution of natural and excited
square jets. A wide range of Reynolds numbers and different inlet
conditions, including different turbulent length/time scales and forcing
at various frequencies were analysed. It was shown that alteration of
turbulent length scales at the inlet affects the flow much less compared
to changes in the turbulent time scale. For its larger values the impact of
the Reynolds number on the jet behaviour was more pronounced.
However, significant dependence of the results on the Reynolds number
could be seen mainly in the range of modest Reynolds numbers,
Re≤5000. Above this level the impact of Re and inlet turbulent scales
was very small and results largely collapse onto a generic behaviour.
Considering the Strouhal number of the preferred mode frequency we
observed that it depends significantly on the Reynolds number only for
Re<2×104 and its values are larger for larger inlet turbulent time
scale.

For the excited jets the parameters of the inlet turbulent length and
time scales practically did not play any role. It was found that with high

Fig. 22. Profiles of the fluctuating component of the axial velocity along the x-direction at =y W/ 1 and =y W/ 11 at = ×Re 3 103 and 5× 104 for various excitation
frequencies.
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amplitude forcing the flow behaviour (e.g., measured in terms of oc-
currence and strength of bifurcation phenomena) is conditioned by the
excitation frequency and depends on the Reynolds number only when it
is at a sufficiently low level. It was observed that the bifurcation angle
decreases with increasing Reynolds number. Two different behaviours
of the velocity fluctuations were found. For low forcing frequencies the
fluctuations behind the inlet were amplified, whereas for large forcing
frequencies they were significantly suppressed. Further from the inlet
the fluctuations were at a similar level, their profiles were flatten and
almost constant across the jets.
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